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License

This project is realease under the GNU LGPL lincence ( http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-3.0.txt ).

This document describes how to install, setup and use stereoCameraNavigation program. It does not 
cover technical details of the implementation.

System requirements

1) HW requirements

● computer with bluetooth interface
● 2x Playstation Eye camera

2) SW requirements

● OS Linux (tested on Fedora 9)
● OpenCV library v2.0
● CodeBlocks IDE (not necessary, but recommended)

Installation

1) download and install bluez package for Bluetooth support
http://www.bluez.org/download/

2) download, compile and install OpenCV library
http://sourceforge.net/projects/opencvlibrary/

3) download, compile and install Linux PS3 Eye camera drivers&utils
http://kaswy.free.fr/sites/default/files/download/ps3eye/0.5/gspca-ps3eyeMT-0.5.tar.gz

4) download and install Code::Blocks IDE
http://www.codeblocks.org/downloads

5) setup CodeBlocks environment according to the following tutorial
http://opencv.willowgarage.com/wiki/CodeBlocks

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-3.0.txt
http://opencv.willowgarage.com/wiki/CodeBlocks
http://www.codeblocks.org/downloads
http://kaswy.free.fr/sites/default/files/download/ps3eye/0.5/gspca-ps3eyeMT-0.5.tar.gz
http://sourceforge.net/projects/opencvlibrary/
http://www.bluez.org/


Configuration

1) open new terminal window

2) start Bluetooth device
/etc/init.d/bluetooth start

3) connect Bluetooth device to a port
rfcomm connect rfcomm0 <address of BT device>

You should be  connected to  BT device now.  A file  in  /dev/rfcomm0 is  created.  Application  will 
connect to robot through this file.

4) Open stereoCameraNavigation.cbp in CodeBlocks IDE.

5) Change parameters in main.cpp according to  your wishes.  See section Usage (below) for more 
details.

6) Press F9, application will be compiled and executed.

Usage

There are four options which allow user to access different modes of application – calibration, scene 
processing mode and serial interface control.

Option 0 – camera calibration

Calibration parameters 1&2:
First two parameters are camera indices - left camera index and right camera index.
For each camera, one file in /dev is created. These files are called /dev/videoN, where N is number of 
each camera. This number is also value of left/right camera index.

Calibration parameters 3&4:
Another two parameters define the size of calibration chessboard. First parameter says how many inner 
corners are in each row, the second parameter says how many inner corners are in each column. Inner 
corner is a corner among 2 white and 2 black squares.

Calibration parameter 5:
The last parameter allows to choose, which method user wants to use for calibration, 0 = Hartley's 
method, 1 = Boguet's method. Boguet's methods is recommended to use.

Before you want to start using application seriously, you must calibrate your stereo camera system. If 
you don't do so, you might obtain incorrect distance and angle measurements, or even you may fail to 
compute disparity or depth map.



Option 1 = show scene

Show scene parameters 1&2:
First two parameters are camera indeces, the same as in option 1.

Show scene parameter 3:
The third parameter allows us to choose from a few options:
0 = do nothing, images from left and right camera are displayed as they are, without any processing

1 = images from left and right camera are rectified and remappend, so that left image and right image 
are shifted in horizontal direction only

2 = disparity  map and a  window with disparity  map parameters are  displayed.  Parameters can be 
changed by user interactively. Key 's' can save parameter values into a file, key 'l' can load previously 
saved parameters from a file.

3 = disparity is displayed in the left image, depth map is displayed in the right image

4 = find the nearest object and move a robot closer to it. This method will extract the nearest object 
from the scene and compute distance and direction (angle) to it. This method is also connected to to 
robot movement functions. If you press key 's', robot will start moving to the nearest obstacle and stops 
moving after reaching a certain distance from it. If you press 's' key again, robot will stop moving, but 
it will still keep analyzing scene and extracting nearest objects.

Show scene parameter 4:
The fourth parameter is called skip image; only each n-th image will be processed. This feature is 
necessary, because computation of disparity map, etc... takes a lot of time and application would not be 
usable in real time.

Show scene parameter 5:
The fifth parameter says whether to show images from input cameras or not. Therefore there may be as 
many as 4 windows displayed on the screen. Two upper windows will be frames captured directly from 
cameras, two lower windows will contain some computed images according to user's wish from the 
third paramerer . Four running windows at the same time makes application slower, so if you need 
more power, just switch input windows off.

Notice that if you move mouse cursor into window with disparity map, program will draw a small 
rectangle with a number inside. This number is distance in milimeters to the object you point at. 

Option 2 = serial port interface

this option is for testing communication with robot. If connection to robot succeeds, user can control it 
by arrow key. L=rotate left, R=rotate right, U=move forward, D=move backward.


